The multi-storey building was characterized by a masonry brick and a pitched roof that characterized a factory rather trivial and poor from the architectural point of view, due, typologically, to a residential building. Given the limited relevance of the existing buildings, the project was conceived as an “assolo”, while confronting planimetrically, with reference to the existing plant and with the geometry of the lot.

The expansion of the Carabinieri barracks of Saluzzo has been achieved by building adjacent to the existing building to a new building at “L” of the height of two floors.

The structure was built entirely of reinforced concrete (foundations, pillars, solid slabs, etc.). And covered in sheet metal painted in green, a sort of copper coating tending to “camouflage” a “fortress”. A building for reassuring solidity, characterized by a texture of facade in vertical courses of different width, for dynamize the front.

So for the misalignment of the holes door/window, almost slits, misaligned to characterize contemporary geometries. A small object in the contemporary historical Saluzzo.
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